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ABSTRACT 

Val'ious effects connected with the capture of ,p..- meson by 

light nuclei with spin ~ not accompanied by proton or neutron emis

sion are Investigated. Calculations show that the form factor gives 

a significant correction to these effects. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has appeared a general interest in the influence of the form factor on proces- _ 

ses involving the weak interactions/1/. The influence of the form factor on the process of .M. -

capture by light nuclei without emitting neutrons or protons has been examined by several authors/2/. 

Strictly speaking, these formulas are suitable for initial state nucleus with spin zero only, since 

the rate of capture and the state of polarization of the final state nucleus sensitively depends upon 

the hyperfine structure of ./u -mesic atoms. This has been pointed out by Bernstein et al., and 

Shmushkevich/3/, Thus, it will be interesting to study the influence of the form factor on the _;,c 

-capture without emitting a neutron, with the effect of the hyperfine structure ta~en into account. 

II. THE ASSUMPTIONS 

The Hamiltonian of weak interaction with form factor can be written as follows: 

H = ~r\ji;,(Voc+A~,)"k_ 1f/;t,CI+(s-)~ 
W rZ. P 

,u' 
~ = r"' .,. z mp O:;s k.f3 ( 1 ) 

A Ci : il ro( r$- + i:£. Ys- K 0( 

113u-
where K == PP - fn . , Q;ft = fz { ~ tfo - ~ lO(} ' A. 
represents the ratio of the coupling constant of Gamow-Teller and the coupling constant of Fermi 

and is equal to 1.2 in the case ol, fi -decay, term of }A! is the 'weak magnetism', ft' is the 

sum of anomalous gypomagnetic ratio, and )f' ::: .JJp .,.. .)A.IL- 1 3. 7 I 4/, terms of j 
1 

is the 

induced pseudoscalar, the order of magnitude of j' is estimated as 8ft. in the case of the 

f -meson captured by the proton/51. 
When the ,..«. -meson is captured in nucleus, the matrix element can be expressed as 

M.E = {ifd-c<vfY(t-+Yr)/JA.)<ffi ('CV.+A.cJ/,i)i(f-t) {Z. I« 1 I ,._:=f ( 2 ) 
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in which Y, ft, f,,i. specify the wave func:~ions of the neutrino, the ~ -meson, the final and 
C-) 

the initial states of the nucleus respectively. -z:=~ · is the operator changing a proton into neutron 

and c/T:. is the nuclear volume element. Before the capture, the ,.U. -meson is nearly at rest~ 

thus the non:-relativistic: wave function of P., -meson can be used. The momentum of the protons 
in the initial state is also neglected. This will give to an error no more than a few percent as 
pointed by Primakoff andJoffe2. After such non;.relativistic: approximation having been made the 

matrix element can be expressed as .. 
M.E = ~2. [<v;Jt-~-iit1t«><ft$ r!:'(v-PU.n)e-~r-e:~,-i> 

-<..sf .c, 

- < fJ;,/ (t-<1·1iJ "iJ J~ > <J I.;_ -ct' A ~ e --'f-ii 9! I A.) .(,::f ,.. 

( 3 ) 

-where ·.f represents the momentum o-'the neutrino, n is the unit vector in a direction of mo-

mentum of the ~eutrino, 1'.c, =If;(~} e -!t is the Coulomb wave func:tipn of the .P. -me

son, q. = £a is the Bohr radius of the ;L<. · -mesic: hydrogen atom, ~ and ft., are the 

spin wave functions of the neutrino and the ft. -meson. 

Y=•+.P z. I 
A = ,t. + !:!::J!.. z. , 

in which j!> = -,!:; 
1 

,Lt. = P. 
1 ~ 1 

1 
f == I'- A. 

P= f (f+ ,.q) .j 4) 

Here we only calculate the process of ,U. -capture by a nuc:l~us with spin ~ and after cap

ture it transits to a state of spin ~ or 3/2, without emitting neutron. T}le .....U - meson is depola-. 

rized during the slowing down and during the jumping down from the outer orbits into the inner 

orbits. It loses a further part of its polarization and transmits it tQ the nucleus while a d.efinite 

hyperfine structure state is formed. Since it is well known that the hyperfine splitting of the ground 

state level in ),£.1 -mesic: hydrogen is much larger than the *h:. , where -z:: is the ,.,t( -meson 

half-life, the hyperfine structute states are incoherent. The corre111ponding density matrices of the 

initial states are respectively: 

f~ =; ( (+}(;(~+-a..) +fa;·a;) ( 5 ) 

I ( - .,... ) 
~ _ = q. I - 0'1' · c:f" (singlet state) 

as shown· by Shmushkevic:h/6/. It can be seen from formula ( 5 ) that in _!he triplet state the proton 

and the P.. -meson polarization vectors are identical and equal to K i , which means that ~ 

of the polarization of the p. -meson is transmitt~d to the nucleus. 

Shmushkevitc:h's theory seems to be supported by the recent experiment c:anied out by lgnace..

ko ec al. They measured the polarization of the p. ·meson captured in the K -orbit of, phospho

rous nucleus with spin ~. which turns out co be 8. so;/7 I. This value is just one Jtalf of the po-
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larization of )A.. -meson captured by a nucleus with spin zero which is about 17%. It seems in 

this case, one half of the polarization transfers ot the nucleus. 
In order to carry out the calculation, it is convenient to assume there is a population of the 

two hyperfine structure states. Let .8- be the percentage of the singlet state, then the densii:y 

matrix before the capture is 

f = c t-..tJ f~ ,. .&. f_ 
( 6 ) 

~ I + 1;- ~F + ~ · ~ + t lf,. · ~ - - ~ 
where c• t (r-4-6) I I,.= .t = (r-..&) Ki 
The value of L is easily obtained by measuring assymetry coefficient of ;« -meson decay 

before the capture. The value of E; is easily proved to be 1/4, with the assumption that the 

).(. ·-meson jumps to the ground state and emits r rays. But if there is a certain mechanism 

which further produces the transition between the two hyperfine structure states, then the value of 

b is no more than 1/4. However, the value of b can still be estimated from the measurement of 

the assymetry parameter of )A -meson decay, if we assume the ft -meson has the same pola

rization as predicated by the theory before these mechanisms operate, i.e. 8.5%, and then compare 

the theoretical value with the experimental value, since the transition from the triplet to the sing

let .-ate causes an additional depolarization. 

III. THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

After the capture, the nucleus transits to a state of s~in ~ and 3/2, thus we consider these 

two processes separately. Following the standard procedures of calculation, we obtain the formula 

of the transition probability, the angular distribution, the polarization of the nucleus in the direc

tion of fl -meson and in the direction of recoil nucleus. The angular correlation between the 

J)- r and p-JS is also calculated. We give here the shorter formulae for the special case: 

J;, = J;. = 'f , a = 1/4, E- = 0, while the general formulae are given in the 

appendix. Thus, the total transition gFObability is 
~:..z.c3 _j:_ 

W = ~ 3 No a.z. ( I- .A91l~ ) z. 1f a.Aol • f1 •• .,. 

No = ( l+fi) I f\1F t + ( A.L+ ~( z_p-fJ) I M"r. ( 

I fvfF I z.= I <f i ~ r~-J e" f t~}-' > ( ( 7) 
l.J.;+t .c-=1 .... 
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It is shown by Joffe that the matrix element of MF and Mti.r.Can be expressed in terms of the 

matrix element in jJ - decay as follows: 

fVIF = M: ( I - r <f:< r'->~ } 

f\1cr. =· M!.T. ( I-t tf·<rz)A) 
( 8 ) 

( rJ.>e. and < r~ are the square of the radius of charge corresponding to the vector transition and 

axial vector transition respectively. The numerical values of f\11'; and Mfr. can be obtained 

from the experimental values in J3 -decay, ( rt.>c, can be calculated with the help of experimental 

data of inelastic scattering of electrons by nuclei. Since t.he matrix element "/f .. a 'lh_ has the 

same form as the magnetic dipole transition, then <.. r&~ can be put equal to the square of the radius 

in the magnetic radiative transition of a nucleus belonging to the same isotopic multiplet. However, 

in these formulae the contribution of the quadrupole moment is 'neglected, which has been estimated 

by Joffe to be no more than a few percent/2/. . 

The angular distribution of the neutrino with respect to the direction of ft. -meson.is 

0..= 

0..== 

--V\1= I- '-ts·n 

, -+ ft - ftc A-~ c:~-A.JJ R.fl f 4- i c;e·-AJlf; 5'., 

t+ J3 -+ c ;e·+ lfc z.~- f J J f'Z-

Z.;t .. + u c Jfo« + fJ 

3A."' + A..J (z.p- f) / 

J=2.. z. 
I 

f\16: T. 

§> = MF 

I 

-;r~ -L 
2. 

( 9 ) 

I 

T means the total angular momentum of the final state of the nucleus. It can be seem from for-

mula (Q ), that the coefficient of angular distribution of the pure Gamow-Tellor transition is inde

pendent of the matrix element, and the form factor gives great correction to the assymetry coefficient. 

This means that we can detect the form factor by this experiment. For the transition of nucleus from 

spin ~~ to ~~. the coefficient of angular distribution depends on the ratio of the matrix element, which 

can be taken from the experimental values of the J3 -decay. 

The nucleus polarization in the direction of ,.u.. -meson is 
m'-- ~ w ( m') = I + B 7' I. '1' 

1 + .fo- ~(A*'~( 3A+y.t- f)} lf~f 4- .J (A.
1

>¥(z/-'-IJ) f-z. :r'= i 
8 = I ( 10) 

I + .ft f (A, 7. + ¥ ( 2.,.-f-f)) f'l.. 
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3 
z 

ni is the direction of polarization of nucleus for pure Gamow-Tellow transition. Although the 

coefficient B is independent of the matrix element, but it does not depend upon any coupling 

constants also. This leads to the conclusion that we can not obtain information about the form 

factor by measuring the polarization in the direction of P- -meson. But, strictly speaking, this 

conclusion is only correct for_terms of lower order of j3 . If terms of }3-z... are taken into account, 

they will give a correction up to 5-10%. The correction is given in the Appendix (formula /21/). 

The formula for the polarization of the nucleus along the direction of the neutrino is 

m!-- r.c-
1 + C. ::r' n · ni .,. D ( m:- ~ ) ( f -( i£. ~-l) cf.r,, -1. 

"L 

we m'J :::. 

C= { 
D= 

2 
3 

(A..,.+A-#jS) 9-z..,. 13( ..t +~(A.-f)) RRf 

I 1- jJ t- (.,tz.,_ ~ ( 2_,4- fJ) ~z.. 

)(,2.. t ~(2-,.4-f) 
3 

T'= 2,. 
I z_ 

( 11 ) 

The angular correlation between the p-( is not of great interest here, since it is always iso

tropic and independent of the form factor being present or not. But the angular correlation bet

ween the }J- r is very sensitive to the form factor. It has also the advantage of being indepen

dent of the matrix element. Here we list a number of special cases while the general formulae 

are put in the Appendix. Let J: , IT'1 Jj. represent the initial state, the intermediat~ state, 

and the final state, respectively, then the fo~mulae for transition J;.; ~ J 1 ~ Jj. are 

., 
~ ( o -.f. --o) I - C.ot/"(9 

3-t1) 

.,. _2.Q_ t:..u;Jt.(9 ( 0 -- 1 ~ 1) 6-D 
( 12 ) 

I 3D cu~/·e (o--~1~1) -
3o+D 

3D c.co1..e (~ _,]. - 1. ) 6+2D 2 2 
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6D C«J'LC9 (.L-7.3.-.!) I + 
lS-D . 2.. z. z. 

I -+ 3D 
c,q-;;z(!}- (J..-.1.-----£) 

3o-S[) L z_ '"L 

$ is the angle between the neutrino and the "/- ray;mited by the excited nucleus. It can 

be seen, that the form factor gives great contribution to the angular correlation. For example, in 

the transition 0 _. 1 - 0, the correlation is isotopic if the form factor is absent, but if form fac

tor is present, it will give an anisotropy up to 50%. 

The angular correlation between the p -meson and the f3 -ray is 

I .,_ 

e = 

E "'" 

--E !· !{ 
I 

z. -

J3'L.( f+.A)'L 

I "L .il 'L 

.t'·· ( f-+p.) 
l?..)l'L 

(o-i_,o) 

(..L __,..1. -.1.) z. 2... ~ 

( 13 ) 

~ is the velocity of the electron. In general, this correlation is difficult to detect, except in 

certain case when the lifetime of the nucleus after capture is so short, for example, the tra~~i
tion 

6 
C 12

;:;;:!!. ~ t"L- , , C rs ~ ~ 13 that may be possible to maintain the polari

zation of nucleus after capture in a proper magnetic field. It is difficult to detect the form factor 

in this way, but the transition -J: - ~ - i can be used to detect ~hether the nucleus is po

larized by p. -meson, and also to detect the spirality of ,M -meson as good as the transition 

from 0 - 1 - 0, since different spirality of ..M- -meson leads to different angular correlation 

in opposite sign. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. Ya.A. Smorodinsky for his kind inte· 

rest in this work and the valuable discussion of the results, also to Prof. Tzu Hung-yuan, 

Prof. I.S. Shapiro, Chou Kuang•chao for helpful discussions. 

APPENDIX 

Here we put down the general formulae which we have obtained up to terms of order of J3 ~ 
Of course, the terms- given here are not complete enough because we have neglected the momen

tum of the proton in the initial state. However, in certain circumstances, owing to the great coef

ficient of anomalous magnetic moment and pseudoscalar, it becomes as great as terms of order of 

f3 . The formulae about the angular distribution of electron and T -ray for oriented nuclei, 

are taken from V.B. Berestetsky et al /8/, and Falkoff and Ling/9/. 
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,, A. The transition from ~ ~ ~. 

i 

1/ The total transition probability 

W --" ~"-f:'5 1-L ( (- _t_ ) N;, 
2.. tf-a. s A, 

"" 
No = c h {- )~ 1 MF 1"' .,. cA.~-+ ¥u-JA-fJ+ ~(z...u."l.+ftJ J J M&.r. 11. 

- .2. ~ { A~+ 1 (z.p-f)- :!_"l.,Lc C z.f -...uJ J I Mw.r. ( 

- 2Ji E [ it,.,. f Oili-Z...p- f)+~\ '7'-'-f) 1 Rll. MF M.T. 
( 14) 

2/ The angular distrib~tion of recoil nucleus 

--N'. --N, w ceJ = ' - s,-1l N: - sA· n ·IV., 
0 0 

[ 
t.J$t. 2. 

N, = ; (A.t.+¥/> 1'4 J I M<i:r.l 

-13 ( .t. .. ~ ( f -il.J- ~
1

f 1 ) Rfl MF M'r.T.] 
z ( 15) 

fYt. • c I+~ t I MF ,'L- ~ c 1'"+ ilJ ( Z.,lA + fJ .,. : ( l,t._. .. _ f)) I Mf«r. t 

3/ The polarization of neucleus in the direction of polarization of .)-{ -meson 

W ( m.') = 1 + J; · n;. 2m''*- + i:· .X zm' ~ JY; 1 ,, 

~ $z t. 

Ns- = c, + ~ fl J\IIF f"- -f ( il' + 1 ( z,u- f J .,.'!?:. C z.""z..,. I z)) I M"- r.l 

N{, = -~[ A..+f(3A..+2.p-f) + 1~z(2.,u.-fJ] ReMFM6:T 

+ j [ .t..,..,. ~f, ( 2P-f)- ~~.u ( zf- ;u} J I M~-r. / "L 
( J6) 
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m' is the magnetic quantum number of final state nucleus. 

4/ The polarizalion of nucleus in the direction of neutrino 

_. - , .1\r.t W ( m,') = I + '1t. 'fLj z. m, N 
0 

[ 
.ttt..t>l.. 2. ( ft J5l_ 

N, =- ; ( A 1-4- ft-.1"'.} 4- 7f ) I M~.T.J "':./3 A. 4- :z:{).-f)-iff) RSl. MF M~T. 

J3z. (17) 

- G[ (1+~/JMFt-t f( '7A'"+jil(4p-3f) +J(z..,u'--4_,uf +jz.J) IM&.r.}1.. 

$ fl1. . ] 
+ ~ (A.t i:(.A+p.) + tt...u.) Re. MF Mw.r. 

B. The transition from Yz ~ 3/2. 

1/ · The total transition pro~ability 
-~ ~~,£) W - z.-rr2a_.3 IV;, ~ ( - Amp 

Nc'=- [ (t+E)(..tt.+ ¥cz-"-fJ- ~:U{z.f-_,uJo~ ~C..u+fJz111'1&.r.IL '" 
0 . ._ J ( 18) 

2/ The angular distribution of recoil nucleus 

W = I + .L !!t_ -?! · rt r .1. !Yr.' -e n. 
3 N,; >,. 3 rv: 5 ... 

1-~t.. rYe I = ( A. t. -t A.._,u.j) -t- ~ ) I M~_ .. /-z. 

IYt.' = (A-:z..r.A..j)(l.p+f)+ ~-z.cz..""-z.._f'"J) /Me:.-.-r.l<-
( 19 ) 

3/ The polarization of nucleus along the direction of polarization of A -meson 

I 'l.... m! N I _.., __. 'l..tm.' _.. -.J N I W( m)-== 1 + ~ ~ 3 -n ... • - -.: · n- <~-
3 N,' f' } 3 5..,. J --; 

. o N
0 

N/ =- [ ..:t "~- + J.j c 2./oA- f J -t ~2. C 2-..u. "l-+ /2.;) J f\1'"· T. t 

N':: [ ~t.+ ~ (L..u.-f)- g.2.lA.(Z.f-,u)l tMe.-.T.t 
q .5 ("2. J 

( 20) 

__.. 

3r ~ 3.u , then 
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( 21 ) 

4/ The polarization of nucleus along the direction of emitting neutrino 

W( """') __ 1 + ~· N/ ;;:. iL_. N: ( t. .r (.L .....:.. .... a.) ,,.. .s IV.' ,.. -, + ;::;; 'Ill! ... 'f) .$ - ( n ·11j) 
- o '"o 

Nt'"'" C I+ ~J (A.+ ~)3 f I Mw.-r. Jt. 
( 22) 

~ 

Nr,'"" - [ Ct+ € J ( _g:c M.+ fJ -t ~'(,u + f,u J) -~ (.u+J l} I M&.r. ( 

C. The angular correlation for neutriato and ) -rays. 

W (,t9J = 6 w C '111!) P.~· , on 
1'-ft, nc: '""l,"" 

( 23) 

D. The angular distribution of ./3 -ray along direction of polarization of )A. -meson. 

WC19J = 

{ 

J!!;' 
1' 
m' 

i'r;.;.,; . 
- 'Pl. , 

i'+l 

. ., 
1/: 'J- I 

( 24) 

. ., 
-:If " "J+ I 
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~f is the spin offinal state nucleus after fo -decay. 
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